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concerning every procedure that had been undertaken for diagnosis
and treatment of the patient in question. These things, and much
else, will be found in the records of the Cushing Brain- Tumor
Registry. It is pleasing to announce that provision is made through
the Howard M. Hanna, Jr. Fund for maintenance of the Registry
in perpetuity.
The Yale Journal ofBiology andMedicine is happy to be able to
publish an Appreciation of Dr. Cushing read before the Montreal
Neurological Society by Dr. Wilder Penfield, Director of the
Montreal Neurological Institute.
-J. F. F.
THE PASSING OF HARVEY CUSHING*
WILDER PENFIELD
A great loss has been suffered by our profession, and it is fitting
thatthis Society should pause in its clinical proceedings to pay tribute
to Harvey Cushing. In his character and his career was the stuff
of which inspiring tradition is made. At the opening of the Mon-
treal Neurological Institute five years ago he was guest speaker and
a biographical sketcht appeared in our Foundation Volume.
As a young man Cushing brought to Yale a fine inheritance of
family tradition in medicine, but he was an undergraduate like other
undergraduates and played baseball with a right good will. Many
a distinguished surgeon of today can remember being startled out
of a day-dream, while he held a retractor in the operating room of
the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, by the sudden exdamation. from
Cushing's lips-"-Eyes on the ball!" From Yale he went to the
Harvard Medical School, the Massachusetts General Hospital, and,
finally, to the Johns Hopkins Hospital, a determined and intense
young man with finely chiselled, ascetic features.
Whataplace the Hopkins was at the time of his arrival in 1896!
* Read before the Harvey Cushing Memorial Meeting of the Montreal Neuro-
logical. Society, November 15, 1939.
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The creators of its departments, Welch, Osler, Halsted, Mall, Abel,
Howell, and Kelly, were still at the height of their power and
enthusiasm. The image of two of these leaders may be seen in the
many-sided character of Harvey Cushing. Indeed, I can describe
these two with adjectives that would apply also to their pupil.
William Halsted, his immediate chief, was a scholarly, thought-
ful surgeon preoccupied with the biological problems which his
patients brought him, fastidious in his surgical technique to a fault.
The ritualistic handling of silk suture, the slow, painstaking, delicate
dissection of tissue which characterized Cushing's operative work
was the art of William Halsted bearing fruit in a new field.
William Osler was the other leader who continued to live in
Harvey Cushing, as he has done in the hearts of so many medical
men in the English-speaking world,-such men as Lafleur, Camp-
bell Howard, and William Francis here in Montreal, and many
others in the United States and in England. This latter influence
was much less professional than it was human and cultural. Osler
had insight into the spiritual side of his patients and his friends, if
the word spiritual may be used without its theological connotation.
Hederivedpleasure from the literary aspects of scientific work. To
him a manuscript might be more precious than a physiological
principle, and Cushing, young and impressionable, learned to wor-
ship with him at the shrine of literary medicine.
It was easier for me to see in Cushing the imprint of his masters
because of the fact that I was a medical student under Osler at
Oxford and under Halsted at Hopkins. It is a common experience
for all of us to see in a son an unexpected trick of manner or attitude
that recalls his father. In similar way, to see Cushing walk down
the corridor of a hospital with his arm over the shoulder of a young
man was sometimes for me to see Osler in the same attitude,-and
to hear his banter. To see Cushing at the bedside pondering on an
abstract principle, a principle which lay beyond the immediate clin-
ical problem and beyond the ken of the patient, was sometimes to
recall Halsted, "the Professor," on his wards at the Hopkins.
Even at the end Cushing has made gestures to the tradition of
his masters. At Yale heleft two objective monuments: one of them
the Tumor Registry which contains his surgical specimens trans-
ported from Boston and prepared, dassified, and edited with fas-
tidious completeness; the other a collection of medical books and
manuscripts which rivals even that of the Osler Library at McGill.
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I should think that the spirit of Harvey Cushing might find con-
genial rendezvous there,-with Halsted among the fruits of his
surgical endeavour, and with his beloved Osler in the other memo-
rial, The Cushing Library.
He came under the influence of other great men when he sought
to increase his experience by foreign travel. During a year spent
abroad he worked in the laboratories of Kronecker at Berne and of
Sherrington at Liverpool. The latter undoubtedly influenced his
thinking along the lines of the physiology of the nervous system.
It is interesting that he found Victor Horsley too busy and, for that
reason or some other, he did not work with the man who must be
called the founder of neurological surgery.
It is difficult to compare Horsley and Cushing. It is true that
there are many points of similarity in their careers. Each was able
to begin his work with the help of experimental animal surgery-
Horsley at the Brown Institution, Cushing in the Hunterian Labora-
tory. Each made technical contributions to the specialty, such as
Horsley's bone-wax and Cushing's hamostatic dips. Each con-
tinued during his clinical career a lively interest in neurophysiology
and carried on experimental work of importance. Horsley began
neurosurgery in a great neurological center, the National Hospital,
but never perfected the technique, perhaps because of the obstacles
encountered there. -Cushing did perfect the technique in a hospital
atmosphere less hostile to proper surgical organization. Horsley
founded the specialty. Cushing established it as a legitimate spe-
cialty and achieved in it the greatest perfection.
For sixteen years Harvey Cushing remained in Baltimore,
with the year out for study abroad. In 1912 he became the first
Surgeon-in-chief of the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and Professor
of Surgery at Harvard, a position he held for twenty years. Out of
that period he gave almost four years of military service to the cause
of freedom in the Great War, for he joined the British Expedi-
tionary Forces in France and later transferred to the American
Forces where he served with distinction as neurosurgeon.
Technician, operator, artist, physiologist, he set up a new stand-
ard in his surgical clinic. He caused a reversal in the flow of grad-
uate medical students, a flow, for the first time, from east to west
across the Atlantic. His clinic became a universal Mecca to those
who would enter the field of neurosurgery and now it may be said
that neurosurgeons throughout the world belong to the Cushing
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School. He was much interested in the growth of that school, and
I quote from a letter which he wrote ten years ago at the time when
a volume written by his pupils appeared in celebration of his 60th
birthday. After referring to the problem of* training a neuro-
surgeon, he said:
We may be setting the standard too high, too comprehensive, but it is
worth striving for. It takes a long time to make a good clinical neurologist,
even one of the old school, of the Spiller type, for example; but to expect
that the Spillers of the future should also be surgical handicraftsmen is
almost too much, unless we can stretch the "expectancy" over the life of a
Methuselah. The length of time it would take for a proper grounding in
neuropathology, psychiatry, neurophysiology, etc., plus surgery, except for the
occasional genius, is prohibitive. The art is long and the life short. And
the measure of the life is that of a surgeon who begins to see the end at the
stage when he receives Birthday volumes.
Last month we invited Dr. Cushing to speak to the Montreal
Neurological Society on war-time neurosurgery, and three weeks
before his death he wrote:
If anything could induce me to put my mind once more on the neuro-
surgery of gunshot wounds, your complimentary invitation would do so, but
my personal experience is now twenty-five years old and I think my ideas
on the subject are passe and I would suggest your trying Horrax.
It is a shocking business, this present world-wide demoralization, and it
is difficult to know what the outcome may be. For my own part I would
like to see our Fleet put immediately at the disposition of Great Britain and
have our neutrality act revoked. But then you know better than most
people what we are like and perhaps it is only on the seaboard that we find
our ears glued to the radio; whereas the Borahs and other pacifists live in
the vast middle of our country.
Two weeks after he wrote this letter he remarked to Mrs.
Cushing, "This war is getting me-it seems to have upset my diges-
tion." Perhaps you and I may surmise now that he meant his heart.
He could not plunge into this struggle as he had into the World
War. In a few short days the end came suddenly. A unique career
has become a legend, a splendid legend which we must preserve and
hand on to our profession.
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